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TaggedPAbstract

Sparse coding, as a successful representation method for many signals, has been recently employed in speech enhancement.

This paper presents a new learning-based speech enhancement algorithm via sparse representation in the wavelet packet transform

domain. We propose sparse dictionary learning procedures for training data of speech and noise signals based on a coherence cri-

terion, for each subband of decomposition level. D53X XUsing these learning algorithms, self-coherence between atoms of each dictio-

nary and mutual coherence between speech and noise dictionary atoms are minimized along with the approximation error. The

speech enhancement algorithm is introduced in two scenarios, supervised and semi-supervised. In each scenario, a voice activity

detector scheme is employed based on the energy of sparse coefficient matrices when the observation data is coded over corre-

sponding dictionaries. In the proposed supervised scenario, we take advantage of domain adaptation techniques to transform a

learned noise dictionary to a dictionary adapted to noise conditions captured based on the test environment circumstances. Using

this step, observation data is sparsely coded, based on the current situation of the noisy space, with low sparse approximation

error. This technique has a prominent role in obtaining better enhancement results particularly when the noise is non-stationary.

In the proposed semi-supervised scenario, adaptive thresholding of wavelet coefficients is carried out based on the variance of the

estimated noise in each frame of different subbands. The proposed approaches lead to significantly better speech enhancement

results in comparison with the earlier methods in this context and the traditional procedures, based on different objective and sub-

jective measures as well as a statistical test.

� 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1 1. Introduction

2 TaggedPEnvironmental noise can significantly reduce the quality of the speech signal and results in an imperfect perfor-

3 mance of hearing aid devices, automatic speech recognition systems, mobile phones etc. In this paper, we focus on

4 single channel enhancement of speech corrupted by additive noise. The main problem in these kinds of speech

5 enhancement methods arises from this fact that the capability of speech denoising, without any source distortion or

6 source confusion, will be decreased when the speech signal is corrupted by nonstationary noises. Also, this difficulty
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7 TaggedPwill be prominent in case of speech-like noises where an essential overlap exists between the components of speech

8 and noise signals in time-frequency domain.

9 1.1. Related sparse decomposition methods

10 TaggedPRecently, there is considerable interest on the problem of dictionary-based speech enhancement algorithm based

11 on non-negative matrix factorization (NMF). In this technique, a non-negative data matrix such as the spectrogram

12 of the speech signal is factorized into two matrices that include a set of basis vectors and non-negative coefficiQ4 X Xents

13 (Mohammadiha et al., 2011 D54X X; Wilson et al., 2008). In D55X XMohammadiha et al. D56X X (2011), the noise power spectral density

14 (PSD) estimation algorithm using the constrained NMF is investigated and the speech and noise dictionaries are

15 trained off-line. The proposed NMF procedure is employed based on the time correlation of the underlying noisy sig-

16 nal and provides smoother estimates of the nonnegative factors. Then, the estimated PSD in combination with a

17 designed Wiener filter is utilized for denoising of the observed signal. A new version of NMF technique in combina-

18 tion with prior models of speech and noise signals for speech denoising is designed in D57X XWilson et al. D58X X(2008). The sta-

19 tistical speech and noise models in this method provide the additional signal structure that results in the

20 improvement of the denoising performance.

21 TaggedPOne of the categories of speech enhancement algorithms is based on robust principal component analysis (RPCA)

22 ( D59X XSun et al., 2014a, 2014b D60X X; Chen and Ellis, 2013 D61X X; D62X XHuang et al., 2014b). In D63X XD64X XSun et al. D65X X(2014a), the constrained low-rank

23 and sparse matrix decomposition (CLSMD) methods are proposed for speech enhancement. CLSMD uses an alter-

24 nating projection algorithm to solve RPCA sub-problems in an iterative method and decomposes a noisy spectro-

25 gram by setting constraints on rank and sparsity of each input observation frame. In this method, the speech signal is

26 considered as a sparse component and the noise signal is regarded as a low-rank component because of its correlated

27 frames in the time-frequency domain. The RPCA-based approach proposed in D66X XChen and Ellis D67X X(2013) uses the NMF

28 method with a generalized KL-divergence algorithm to learn the speech dictionary without any noise model. The

29 technique of alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) is employed in this algorithm to solve the optimi-

30 zation problem for spectrogram decomposition with adding different variables or parameters.

31 TaggedPOther speech enhancement methods that have attracted much interest in recent years are exemplar-based proce-

32 dures along with dictionary learning (Baby et al., 2015 D68X X; D69X XY{lmaz et al., 2015a, D70X X2015b, D71X X2015cD72X X; Mohammadiha and

33 Doclo, 2014). In D73X XBaby et al. D74X X(2015), features with lower dimension such as Mel-domain are regarded instead of the

34 high dimension and full-resolution features in Fourier transform space to reduce computational time and problem

35 complexity. Also, the noisy signal decomposition is carried out based on NMF procedure using the weighted summa-

36 tion of the speech and noise samples stored in learned dictionaries (Baby et al., 2015). The designed filters in a

37 reduced resolution feature space require fewer parameters and have the ability to generalize better to unseen circum-

38 stances (Baby et al., 2015).

39 TaggedPAn adaptive noise dictionary learning approach to design a proper noise modeling for the noise robust exemplar

40 matching procedure is proposed in D75X XD76X XY{lmaz et al. D77X X (2015a). The noisy signal in this method is approximated using

41 sparse representation method with a linear combination based on the exemplars of multiple lengths. Using the tuned

42 parameters to model the spectro-temporal content of the noise conditions, better recognition accuracy can be

43 obtained ( D78X XY{lmaz et al., 2015a).

44 1.2. DNN-based speech enhancement methods

45 TaggedPOther types of speech enhancement approaches are based on deep neural network (DNN) methods that try to learn

46 a non-linear mapping function between the pair of clean speech and noisy signals (Xu et al., 2014 D79X X; Lu et al., 2013).

47 These methods need a large size of training data to learn the generative structure of the mentioned mapping function

48 based on the extracted features from speech and noise signals. By contrast, in our presented method, a small amount

49 of training data is required. Also, a large number of hidden layers are utilized in DNN-based methods to get a genera-

50 tive mapping function to achieve a better capability in the mismatched test conditions. Moreover, a tradeoff between

51 the size of training data and the size of the hidden layers exists, since if the size of training data is small, over-fitting

52 may occur. This problem leads to an incorrect generalization because insufficient data exists for setting all parame-

53 ters. It should be noted that the essence of dictionary-based and DNN-based methods is different. The input signal in
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